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ABSTRACT 

The existence of a 6est approximation to the pairwise com-
parison matrix from the set of consistent Aatrioes is proved. 
At the same time, we can also prove that there are many best 
approximations. Then by diffeomorphism, we transform the 
primary nonlinear approximation into a linear one. Hence we 
get an approximate method to abtain the best approximation. 
Finally, we give a simple example. 

1. IntroducCion! 

The most important and exciting theory in AMP is that when the 
matrices obtained by the expert's are consistent, the eigenvector 
corresponding to the eigenvalue with the largest modulus is ex-
actly the one which represents the priority of factors compared, 
and it can be obtained by normalizing the column of the matrix. 
Therefore, it is possible to make the calculation simple and 
reliable. However, in practical application, ,when the compared 
factors in the same hierarchy are more than three, it ia dfficult 
for the experts to measure their priority with the same scale, 
consequently, the obtained matrices are often nonconsistent. It 
is no doubt it seta obstacles in our practical application. How 
can we do if we want to make full use or good properties of the 
consistent matrix as well as to give: a thoughtful consideration 
of the experts'opinion• ? we have to adapt a balanced way, that 
is, to correct the pairwise comparison matrices obtained by the 
experts by an amount as minimum as possible, thus making them 
become consistent...In other words, we'll find the best approxim-
ation to the pairwise comparison matrix from- the set of consist-
ent matrices. To begin with, this paper theoretically gives a 
proof of the existence of this best approximation, at the same 
time, we can also prove that there are many best approximations 
for our problem. Then by diffeomorphism, we transform the primary 
nonlinear approximation ipto 4a linear one. Hence we get an ap-
proximate method' to abtain the best approximation. Finally, we 
give some simple examples and analysis of the error and conse-
quence obtained. 

2. Statement of the Basic Problem 
• 1 ! 

Let R i Pxnbe a linear space consisted ,of all the real nxn matrices. 
The set ofl positive reciprocal matrices and the set of the posi-
tive consistent matrices are denoted 59 p"and a that is, 

I, r r iprlo g in"'1 p >0, -- P . =-k!-711 
ij 1..1 Pik ). 
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r[q r (q . . ), nxn1 
ij .01‘ -in  mikmki 4ijj • 

Obviously, both p and a  are not the convex subset of R nxn
If we definite the norm for a=(a. .

'e R ij 
nxn ol 

IP)P 93IIpr Iai1.1 
xn then we obtained a normed linear space (F(n dleo ) Various 

norms on finite dimensional space are equivalent,Pin other words, 
leading to the same topology. Nevertheless, we have different 
Geometries for p=1, +ftor pe(1,+0). Specially, for theeimpleness 
and feasibility in mathematics, we would rather let 13=2, then, 

the normed space (itnxn, 0.02) is a n2-dimension Euclidean space, 

inner product and norm in which are 

(a,b)=tr(0a), a,beR nxn 

1 1 
go = tr(oT 

11 
o) 2 1 . /2 

112. 
)2.

ij 1-11

For convenience, we, represent IA for I 12' 
. , Let M be a non-empty subset of R nxn A 

nxn Given as we definite 
the distance a to M as 

d(a,M)=infga-ml. 
m M 

If m eM satisfies ga-moi=d(a:M), then Mo is said to be a best 

approximation or a nearest point to a from M. 
Our problem is : given posp, we require the- best approximation 
to po from Q , that is ,find qoe a such, that 

ip 0-g0rd(p o,11)=infapo-9/1. 
gen 

The Main results 

PROPOSITION 1. Given PO E p 
such that 

f P0-ci00 d(PO4 
REG 

, there exists at least a 
cloe Q,

Proof. Let =thp
o,Q). In normed space R nxn, the convergence 

of the matrix-siquence is equivalent to convergence of compo-
nent-wise of matrices. Obviously, Q is a closed set in R nxn. 
By definition of infimum, there exists SequenCe qn ea such that 

SniP0-qn11 % S '("---"° )" 
It implies syquence gn i. is bounded.By BoIzano7.WeierstrasS-
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theorem, at least there is a subsequence of qmk, such that 

•• e 

5 

5 

lim q =q 
fl --... nk o 

Then by the closeness of CI 

of norm, we have 

we have %EU By 

S =At?. sn =OP -q HiP -"m q -q o -k o nk o nv..> nk o o 

the continuity 

Thus we finish the proof of the proposition 1. 
About the uniqueness of the best approximation, we quote the 
following result directly (13
LEMMMA 2. In a smooth and strict convex finite dimensional space, 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is closed and convex; 
(ii) M is a chebyshev set ; 
(iii) M is a sun t 

PROPOSITION 3. Given p0€ JD ' (t e a which satisfies o
Ipcciord(P.,Q ) 
Proof. A named space X is called smooth, if at each point xeS 
S (S is the unit sphere in X) there exists a unique supporting 
hyperplane, or equivalently, there exists a unique peak function-
al to xiO. If X is reflexive, then the smoothness of X is equiv-
alent to the strict convexity of X"(X'is the dual space of X). 
we know all finite dimensional spaces are reflexive, so we only 

nxn 
need prove'? is stridt convex. By the clarkson's inequality 

pa-010P-1 la -130 1-13 G 2[fialiP +DbeiP-1 , 1<pe2 v up u up u p -r 

obviously, we have for p=2, 0612=1b12=1, and aib : 

i.e. 

is not unique. 

a+b022‹ 22-18-b0224 4 

1a+b12< 2 . 

f(nxn,
By definition, we know 

( 
1- 12) is strict convex. Therefore, 

it is smooth. Since is not convex, but it is closed, by lemma 
2, Q is not chebyshev set. Then by proposition 1, we Know there 
exist more than one best approximations to po from Cl . 

As our problem is a nonlinear approximation, it as difficult for 
to describe the common characteristic of the best approximations. 
Further, since there exist many best approximations, we have hard 
time to construct a common 'calculated method. However, for some 
specific nonlinear approximations, we can construct a best ap-
proximation. For axemple, by the singular-value deeomposition of 
matrix, we can construct a r-rank matrix and orthogonal matrix 
to approximate it. Here by diffeomorphism we transform a nonlinear 
approximation into a linear approximation. But, as the diffenmor-
phism is not isometric, the former and the latter approximations 
are not equivalent. After all,, there is a method to solve it simply 
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and feasibly. 
The matrices of  , Q are all positive, so we can definite map 

f  : I) nxn 

f(p)=(Inpij). F, 

PROPOSITION 4. For sets /7 and a, obviously, we have 

f(p )=.[a=.(aj. j)E. R mnia%-aj, 

f(fl )4br() . )6 0  k
b 

ij j ij

(1) 

144, jgn j (2) 

. nxn 
this impliesCP)and f(g) are the subspaces o(i3 For -f( Q), we can 
choose a basis 

f E11 .=E(e e.-e.e i ki T ik t 
24isnj I, 

4=1 
k=j 

where eie R8' 
its i-th component is one, the other is vanished. 

Proof. (1) is obvious. For any iii=(oii)4 Q we have qie-qikqkj. PaTticulany, 

let in , then 

qkjrcilj /11110 14k, j.snt 

Thus lnqki=lnqii-lnqik. Let f(q)=(lnqii)=Wbii), so bki=b id-bik. this indl-
, $ 

cates

0 
b12 

b13 b14 
  b

lp 
. 

-b12 0 b13-b12 bln-b12 b14-b12  

b=(b1. j.)= 

-613 b12-613 0 b14-613   b1n-b13 

-bin b12-bln b13-b1n b14-bin   0 t $ 
. blnEIn. =1312E12 + b13E13 +  

This implies eijery matrix in f(0) can linearly be represented byl E .1 . 11 2414n. 
Obviously 1E1112414n is linear independent: thus I.Elii24i4n is a basis of 

and dim fla 1=n-1. 
PROPOSITION 5. Given p =(p. lel), then for 1515=(1oPii) e 1(1) /, there exists 
unique best approximation 60 to To from f(()). If we let ivy: A 

rt — iEli.then 1=1 
$ 

N =(2v2,A3, -.. A nil satisfies linear rnattix,equatiot $ $ 
a 4 , 2 , 

where 
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G= 

Azi.,iijiy=fsi 1.,. 1.

([12,'121 ([13'14.22-4i „I igtrSE;144)2), ; P 
('12.'13) (E131"E3) c----71 (E1n'E13)

1 t ti-* 
-.--- 1 

t . 

(E12'E1n) (E13'E1n)

(13W E13)--, - 

so A =C1( and bodE —12'E13' 

c at -3? I.- tt )3 

(n71)x(n-1) 

I t 4 
Proof, by the projection theorem in Inner product space, we can easily draw 
this conclusion (with reference to (2)). 
By the proposition 5, we can obtain the best approximation Bo to iro from 

f(C1). Then let g0=f-1( 4 ), thus we attain a consistent matrix gO, regard 

gas a best approximation to pi). 

4. An example and analysis 

Here we give an example for p0et?
4x4, also we compare our results with the 

consequences obtained bi other methods. 

1 -

0.2564 0.4167 0.8333 

2.4 

0.3125 0.5556 1 1.2 

1 

3.2 3.9 

1.8 

21.2 

po. 0.4545 

1np0;i30= 

0 

-0.7885 

0.7885 1.1632 

0 0.5878 

1.3610 

0.8755 

[ 

-1.1632 -0.5878 0 0.1823 

-1.3610 -0.8755 -0.1823 o 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

E12: -1 
0 -1 -1 E

13
= 0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 

o i o o 0 0 1 0 

o o o 
'14= 0 o g 1 

0 0 0 
[ -1 -1 -1 0 

(i3o'E12 )=tr(0125 0 )=-1.3556, ( 011  ,E13 )=3.1374, (1-50,E14 )=4.13376, 
ea 
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=(-1.3556, 3.1374, 4.8376) . (E12,E12)=tr(E12E12)=6 

=.(E E 13' )=(E 13 E 14' 14 ), 
(E E )=(E E )=-2. 

12' 13 12' 14 

f 6 -2 -2 1 1, 
1 

Cr I -2 6 -2 , G-1 = 8 1 2 1 
-2 -2 6 1.1 1 2 

=(0.658, 1.2196, 

bo
=0.658E12 

+ 1.2196E13 

1.4321) 

+ 1-.4321E14

0 0.6580 1.2196 T.4321! 

-0.6580 0` 0.5016 0.7741 

--1.2196 -0.5616 0 0.2125 

-1.4321 -0.7741 -0.2125 0 f 

1.9309 3.3858 4.1875 

clo=r 1(64)= 0.5179 1 1.7535 2-.1606 { 

0.2954 0.5703 1.2568' 

0.2388 0.4611 0.8085 1 
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